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This is the 54th Investment Strategy I’ve written and

by far the most sombre. I thought the 2008 Great

Financial Crisis was to have been the ‘once in a

generation’ event that would threaten our long term

prosperity but this is far worse because of the threat

to our health and that of our families. Our lives have

changed fundamentally and may do so for many

years in ways we cannot yet foresee. As we sit in

our homes, cherishing our daily outing, we are

though inspired by the work of the NHS, by workers

in key industries and by the strength of the

community spirit in our neighbourhoods which is

bringing so much comfort as we face the worst

weeks ahead. The human spirit a wonderful thing, a

small but very bright and shining ray of light in the

darkest of clouds. 

The format of this newsletter is different to previous

quarters. I’m not going to write individual regional

reviews because it is a ‘one story’ market with just

the one driver of prices across all global stock

markets and economies. Instead, I’ll discuss the

market outlook in both the short and longer term and

our strategy for managing your wealth in these

difficult times.    

General Market Review
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Summary:

• Financial markets have been devastated by the Covid-19 pandemic with falls of up to a third in the major stock market
indices acknowledging that we are already in a very deep economic recession.

• The policy response from Central Banks and Governments has been immense and on a scale never seen before; attempting
to ensure this is a V-shaped recovery into the end of the year rather than a long-term depression. 

• Markets continue to trade wildly with no floor yet in sight, trying to find a balance between the fear of the pandemic
spreading and the hope that it will eventually subside, with the policy response kicking in quickly and effectively. 

• There has been a rush to ‘safe haven’ assets such as Gold and Government Bonds, though corporate bonds have produced
negative returns as credit spreads, a measure of risk, have widened significantly as investors seek liquidity and quality. 

• Safe haven currencies have been strong, notably the Japanese yen and the US dollar but sterling has been weak. 

• The UK Commercial Property sector is in disarray with all the daily dealt ‘bricks and mortar’ funds now closed to
redemptions and massive discounts to NAV for the REITs.

• The oil price has fallen a staggering  65% due to the collapse in global demand at the same time as a fall out between OPEC
and Russia has led to a flood of supply.

• In this market environment our first concern is to avoid making short-term ‘own goal’ errors on portfolios. We need to
make considered changes to make sure we get it right for the new and very different long term. 
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Macro….praying for the V  
Whilst there is uncertainty everywhere one thing is a given, we are

already in a massive recession with economic growth in this quarter

likely to see a fall of up to 30% in some countries. The global

economy is suffering simultaneously from both a huge demand

shock and a huge supply shock. The world is in lock-down so no

spending on anything other than essentials; food, personal care

goods and a Netflix subscription, whilst supply is collapsing because

businesses can no longer function.

The policy response from Central Banks and Governments has been

unprecedented in peace time. Central Banks have slashed interest

rates to near zero along with huge ‘quantitative easing’ packages of

government, mortgage backed and corporate bond buying that will

provide a huge wave of liquidity to the economy and to the financial

system. In 2008 we feared for a meltdown in the banking system, but

this is something we should not fear this time. Even more

unprecedented has been the monumental fiscal packages,

amounting to around 10% of annual GDP in the US and UK to

support businesses, jobs and households. 

The initial market reaction to the policy response was a disdainful

‘Central Banks can’t manufacture a vaccine’ but the scale and global

co-ordination of monetary and fiscal policy has helped to stabilise

markets. The fiscal backstop is being funded by the monetary

backstop i.e. the Central Banks are underwriting the financial system

and providing the money for governments to spend in the ‘real

economy’. The term ‘helicopter money’ has been thrown around for

some time but this is surely it, you can’t get more helicopter than

Trump mailing $1200 cheques direct to households. 

The key issue is whether this huge policy response will actually work

and as yet we can’t know because the scale of the pandemic and

the length of global lock-down are also unknowns. The markets

appear to be pricing in an economic recovery beginning in the

autumn, and hoping and praying that it will be V shaped with a very

strong rebound as huge pent-up demand kicks in. The alternative is

that the pandemic lasts for longer or, worse, returns in China and

subsequently everywhere else. That is not priced into markets. There

will be the usual argument that in time all this ‘helicopter’ money will

lead to inflation but this didn’t happen after 2008 and is unlikely to

happen this time either, at least for many years. Borrowing costs

could stay low for a generation.

The outlook for Europe, and hence the euro, is particularly uncertain.

With no common fiscal policy and a vast disparity in the state of

government finances a common approach to recovery is further

away than ever. The ECB can now buy an unlimited amount of every

country’s bonds but at the fiscal level it has become everyman for

himself. Good if your business is based in Aachen or Amsterdam,

less so if it is in Alicante, Ancona or Athens. In her prime, Frau Merkel

may have forced through some jointly financed ‘coronabonds’ but

Germany has now moved markedly to the populist right. We may

have nothing to Brexit from, if and whenever that ship sets sail again. 

All Change  
Everything is going to change. We need to deal with the here and

now, that is obvious, but the global economy, and the way we live

our lives, is going to be very different. People, and countries, are

going to be far more cautious because the pandemic has exposed

how we lack self-sufficiency and how dependent we are on global

supply chains. Some companies and industries will go to the wall

or never be the same again. Travel, tourism and leisure account for

around 10% of global GDP employing 10% of the global

workforce. We’ll fly and travel and shop again, but will it ever be

the same? What will also change is our attitude to public spending

and the role of the state in our lives; out of necessity a Tory

government is part- nationalising swathes of the economy. As we

emerge from the pandemic this will be rolled back, but the

damage done to the British economy and the fabric of our lives

means that much of this may remain for longer than we think.

Welcome back British Rail. A positive change is the recognition

that the flexibility and technological sophistication of our modern

world are playing a key part in preventing an immediate fall into an

economic depression. Businesses are coping through the use of

email, the internet, online conferencing (and virtual coffee breaks!)

and phone apps I’ve never heard of. Remote working has been

shown to be the way of the future. 

Markets…pandemic versus policy response   
Equity markets are struggling to factor in how long the pandemic will

last, how severe it will ultimately prove to be, the likely effectiveness

of the policy response, the trajectory of earnings growth in both

collapse and recovery, and the savage cuts to dividend distributions.
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There are a number of factors we will be following to get a sense of

whether the market is finding a bottom and how strong a rebound

is then likely.

In the short-term

• Most obviously the infection and recovery rates, especially in

countries early in the curve notably China, Italy and Spain. This will

determine the speed at which lockdowns elsewhere can be eased

and a sense of normality begin to return. A real danger would be

re-infection in China. 

• Liquidity in the credit markets and the banking system. This has

been avoided so far by the swift and decisive action of the

authorities, but with the likelihood of defaults rising the continued

functioning of the credit markets is essential to keep the flow of

money around the economy and people in work.

Thereafter

• Sentiment surveys and early data to show the severity of the

recession and the likely effectiveness of the policy response. A

secondary round of stimulus should be expected and needs to

be delivered. 

• Over time, stocks are valued on earnings and cash flow, and this

relationship will eventually return. Valuations are optically cheap but

this is misleading until there is a better sense of the massive hit to

global earnings. When this is more apparent, and if equities are still

inexpensive, this will be very positive if coupled with improving

pandemic and economic data. 

I’ve written in my weekly market update notes of the need for stock

markets to find a floor. One of the great challenges has been the

roller-coaster daily moves which preclude this ‘floor finding’

mechanism. Prices are ‘where buyers and sellers’ meet; in the first

few weeks it was one way traffic as the stock markets fell by a third

but latterly there have been some large buying as well. This does not

show that we are necessarily past the worst; we have seen some of

the biggest daily price rises ever in the major indices but we also did

in 2008 well before the bottom of the market in March 2009. Same

as well in 1929 but I’m the only one old enough to remember that,

or at least it certainly feels like it! These moves are just a sign of huge

uncertainty, not yet a returning sense of calm.  

In a market update note a few weeks ago we wrote how the stock

market recovered from the ‘flash crash’ of 1987, the dot.com

collapse of 2000/3 and the great financial crisis of 2008. Vanguard

Asset Management have taken this analysis further, with their chart

showing the magnitude and duration of bull and bear markets over

the last century and highlighting:

• The average length of bull markets is 7.9 years but that of bear

markets only 1.3 years

• Stock markets have always recovered from bear markets and

gone on to produce ever stronger returns, averaging a real (i.e.

after inflation) return of 5% per annum. 

Our stance remains that however painful it feels, long term investors

should remain invested and not ‘cash out’ of the market and,

depending on individual circumstances, may consider a programme

of phasing in outstanding cash. Missing out on the bull markets is

what really hurts portfolio returns.

Fixed Income
The returns from bond markets illustrate the strength of ‘risk-off’

sentiment in financial markets. Investors have sought two things,

liquidity and quality, as the chart of the average return of funds in

each sector shows, with government bonds making a positive

return but negative returns in investment grade credit and more so

in the High Yield space. Strategic Bond funds are ‘go anywhere’

funds that generally have a heavy bias to corporate rather than

government bonds.

It is difficult to think of investing in Government Bonds with rates so

low. There is minimal income and they struggle to play their

traditional role as a hedge to equities in investor portfolios. However,

even at this level there is a chance of a small capital gain (with

negative yields, as in German Bunds for the last year) and such is

the game-changing effects of the pandemic that rates are likely to

stay anchored at super-low level for years to come. The massive

borrowing needed to fund the fiscal support is not going to be

financed by pension funds and insurance companies but by Central

Banks through their bond buying programmes. There will be the

usual argument that in time this will lead to inflation but this is unlikely

to happen, at least for many years. Lower, for ever longer, remains

the narrative.

We see better opportunities in the credit markets, though you need

to sup this particular devil with a long spoon. The credit market

(corporate bonds) are valued on their relationship to ‘risk free’

government bonds, the so-called ‘spreads’. At the beginning of the

year the average global investment grade spread was around

100bps (1%) meaning that you got paid this premium for taking the

risk of the company defaulting. The spread is currently around 280
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bps, a massive move to a very large premium. Even more starkly the

spread on the lower quality High Yield bonds has jumped by 600bps

(6%) to around a 10% spread. Yields are thus very attractive, the

caveat being risk of default with income distributions being cancelled

or worse, a  loss of capital if the firms are bankrupted. 

There is going to be a whole host of downgrades in debt quality,

notably in the ‘fallen angels’ which are investment grade companies

downgraded to High Yield, such as dear old Marks and Spencer.

Many High Yield companies are going to find access to liquidity

difficult as they burn through cash very quickly as revenues dry up

completely. Outright defaults are the worst-case scenario but

bankruptcies are likely to be predominantly in the lowest quality

rungs of the ladder, with the US energy sector particularly vulnerable

following the collapse in the oil price. One of the key features of the

huge fiscal policy packages is to help otherwise healthy companies

through this liquidity crisis. 

Currencies….a binary market
Currencies are moving solely as ‘risk’ assets with the strongest being

the classic ‘risk off’ safe havens such as the US dollar, Japanese yen

and the Swiss franc. Sterling, sadly, is considered a ‘risk on’ weak

currency whilst the worst hit currencies are the commodity based like

Fixed Income

Currencies
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the Aussie dollar and the Norwegian krone, a petro-currency. This is

shown in the ytd chart with the safe havens soaring, though with a

pull-back towards the end of the month as the policy response

resulted in a ‘risk-on’ rebound. The dollar especially pulled back after

the announcement that the Fed’s printing presses will be even busier

than in 2009. The surprise for me is the that the euro has held up so

well given the weakness of the Eurozone economy even before the

pandemic and with the dysfunctionality of its politics now threatening

its future. As with all assets, currencies will follow a binary ‘risk

on/risk off’ pattern as investor sentiment waxes and wanes.  

A Tale of Two Commodities 
‘It was the best of times; it was the worst of times’ said Sydney

Carton in the opening lines of the Dickens classic. It is of course the

very worst of times but for the two major commodities, Gold and Oil,

Charles was spot on. Gold should be in its element here, a

beneficiary of both the panic surrounding the pandemic and also the

near zero interest rates which mean that there is no lost opportunity

cost of holding an asset that pays no income. Gold has been one of

the very few assets to make a positive return this year rising from

US1530/oz at the beginning of January to US$1620/oz at the end of

the quarter, a return enhanced by 7% to the sterling based investor

due to the strength of the dollar in which gold is priced. 

Oil is in a terrible place with the huge fall off in demand compounded

by a dreadful punch up between Saudi Arabia and Russia who are

pumping as much as they can to put each other and the US shale

producers out of business. The oil price has fallen from US$68/bl to

US$23/bl this year which is just astonishing. Even irrespective of

Covid-19, the OPEC/Russia deal failure casts a very heavy shadow

over the energy sector with the precedent that when the Saudis have

flooded the market in the past the price hasn’t recovered for at least

a year, and that was in more normal times. In these instances, half

the companies in the energy sector went bankrupt.   

Oil and Gold always feel like two extremes and perhaps the best

‘temperature’ of the commodity markets is given by ‘doctor’ copper,

so called because of its reputation as being the best early predictor

as to the future state of the global economy.  The red metal has fallen

by a quarter this year as one would expect but if copper starts to find

a floor that would be a ‘canary in the coalmine’ bullish indicator for

all risk assets, notably equities.   

Commercial Property
All the daily-dealt ‘bricks and mortar’ commercial property funds

from the large asset management companies have now joined

M&G Property Portfolio in being ‘gated’ and have suspended

redemptions. Sadly, but inevitably, we expect large write-downs in

their unit prices over the next few months and there is no guide as to

when they will re-open. Currently it is well-nigh impossible for the

chartered surveyors to undertake any meaningful valuations as

transactions have halted and site visits suspended. Daily traded

REITs are invariably lauded over the bricks and mortar funds for their

daily liquidity but in practise this is proving to be a bit of a double-

edged sword. They tend to be valued on a quarterly rather than

monthly basis like the ‘B & M’ funds and the market has marked

them down already to huge discounts of around 40% of NAV for

some of the large investment trusts.  

Scores on the Doors

IA Sector Average Q1 2020 (%)
UK All Companies -28.0

UK Equity Income -28.3

Europe ex-UK -19.2

North America -13.9

Japan -13.2

Asia Pacific ex-Japan -16.5

Global Emerging Markets -21.6

UK Gilts 7.3

UK Index-Linked Gilts 5.3

Sterling Corporate Bonds -4.4

Sterling Strategic Bond -6.3

UK Direct Goods -1.3

Figures from Financial Express Analytics

Commodities
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These numbers make the grimmest of reading with only government

bonds and linkers producing a positive return. There are a number of

takeaways from the table.

• Overseas funds have produced better returns than UK funds, in

part due to the weakness of the pound which enhances overseas

returns on translation back to sterling.

• UK Direct Property looks a relatively safe haven but isn’t, as

discussed earlier.

• Gilts and linkers have produced positive returns, though off their

highs of a few weeks ago.

• Corporate bonds have produced negative returns as spreads (a

measure of how investors see the risk of corporate as opposed to

government bonds) have widened significantly.

As for market ‘shape’, in such an environment growth and safety

(technology and healthcare) have outperformed value and cyclicality

(energy and industrials, but also financials who make no money

with such a flat yield curve). With so little to cheer at least we

can applaud those two old warhorses Trojan and Ruffer whose

conservative multi-asset funds with their healthy amount of linkers

and gold have stood up very well amidst the conflagration.  

What we are doing on Portfolios
We entered this quarter with a steady if lacklustre growth outlook and

a thaw in geopolitics following a truce in the US/China trade war and

some resolution on Brexit. We were concerned that valuations were

expensive and so were to some extent cautious, though by no

means bearish, in our stance. We had some cash on Model

Portfolios, a short duration positioning in bonds and an expectation

that sterling and the UK would have a better year relative to overseas

markets and currencies after three years in the doldrums. If only we

could have seen what was coming…

Our strategy in the challenging markets has been:

• Sit tight until the wild volatility subsides somewhat and there is at

least some clarity on the severity of the virus, the policy response

form Governments and Central Banks and the long-term effect on

global growth and earnings

• Long term investors should always try to avoid ‘cashing out’ after

huge market falls and crystallising losses that cannot be recovered

as the markets themselves recover.

• Don’t try and ‘catch the falling knife’ or be ‘whipsawed’. With

substantial one day moves in either direction and sentiment so

fragile we do not want to worsen any paper losses on portfolios by

poorly timed short-term trading. We need to make considered,

maybe substantial, changes to portfolios to ensure we get if right

for the new and very different long term

• Our first move on re-entering the market is on portfolios with high

cash balances where we are adding a high-quality investment

grade corporate bond fund where we think the extreme widening

in spreads offers a good entry point given the lack of default risk in

the underlying portfolio holdings. 

Conclusion 
The markets are performing a balancing act between the spread of the pandemic and the perception of whether the huge policy response

will be enough to prevent a massive short term recession turning into something longer and deeper. The next few weeks are critical as

we get a sense of whether the lock-down policies in Italy, Spain and France are having an effect as the expected peak of active infection

rates is reached. Markets will pay particular attention to the US where the  response has been fragmented and delayed with the risk of a

truly dreadful tragedy, something that will find its way into lower stock prices. I entitled my market note of a couple of weeks ago ‘All

Things Must Pass’ and in these terrible times this is something I still believe, though with a heavy heart at the human cost.

In a world that is fearful let us be inspired by the love and strength we see around us, count the blessings we have, enjoy the simple

pleasures where we can, and try to look forward to the better days ahead. Above all, our thoughts are with you and your families and we

wish you all the sincerest of good health.
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